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Abstract
This study examined whether the phonetic perceptual phenomena associated with categorical perception in normal-hearing listeners (i.e., sharp identification functions, poor within-category sensitivity, high between-category sensitivity) are predictive of individual differences in speech recognition performance among cochlear implant patients. Adult postlingually deafened cochlear implant users, who were heterogeneous in terms of their implants and processing strategies, were tested on 2 phonetic perception tasks using a synthetic /ta/-/da/ continuum (phoneme identification and discrimination) and 2 speech recognition tasks using natural recordings from 10 talkers (open-set word recognition and forced-choice /t/-/d/ recognition). Cochlear implant users tended to have identification boundaries and sensitivity peaks at voice onset times (VOT) that were higher than found for normal-hearing individuals. Sensitivity peak locations correlated with individual differences in cochlear implant performance; individuals who had a /t/-/d/ sensitivity peak near normal-hearing peak locations were most accurate at recognizing natural recordings of words and syllables. However, speech recognition was not strongly related to identification boundary locations or to overall levels of discrimination performance. The results suggest that at least a subset of the perceptual phenomena associated with categorical perception have a functional role in word recognition by cochlear implant users.

Introduction
The ability of individuals to recognize speech via cochlear implants calls for a reconsideration of what types of phonetic information and perceptual processing are necessary for human speech recognition. Cochlear implants bypass much of the auditory periphery, such that the neural firing patterns resulting from cochlear implant stimulation differ from normal neural firing patterns (e.g., Rubenstein et al., 1999). The functional number of frequency channels is fewer than for normal hearing (e.g., Dorman et al., 2000; Fishman et al., 1997), but temporal resolution can be about the same (e.g., Busby et al., 1993; Shannon, 1989, 1992; see Shannon, 1993 for a review). Despite the facts that cochlear implant stimulation is quite different from normal hearing in many respects, and that the standard frequency-related phonetic cues (e.g., formant and burst frequencies) may be difficult to discern given the poor spectral resolution of cochlear implants (e.g., Dorman, 1991; Shannon et al., 1995), the best users of current cochlear implants are able to recognize more than 90% words correct in clinical tests of open-set sentence recognition (e.g., Parkinson et al., 1998). This word recognition ability is particularly remarkable for postlingually deafened cochlear implant users. Adults are better at recognizing speech via cochlear implants if they had acoustic hearing during childhood (e.g., Naito et al., 1997; Tong et al., 1988; Waltzman et al., 1992), even though their electrical stimulation differs from the acoustic stimulation that guided their phonetic and lexical development.

The normal-hearing perceptual phenomena associated with the categorical perception of consonants (e.g., sharp identification boundaries, low within-category sensitivity, and high between-category sensitivity; Liberman et al., 1957; Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1971; Holland, 1987; Liberman, 1988; Liberman and Mattingly, 1985) may explain why normal-hearing adults are better at recognizing speech than adults with cochlear implants (e.g., Naito et al., 1997; Tong et al., 1988; Waltzman et al., 1992). It is not clear whether these phenomena will apply to cochlear implant users. This study examines whether the phonetic perceptual phenomena associated with categorical perception in normal-hearing listeners (i.e., sharp identification functions, poor within-category sensitivity, high between-category sensitivity) are predictive of individual differences in speech recognition performance among cochlear implant patients. The results suggest that at least a subset of the perceptual phenomena associated with categorical perception have a functional role in word recognition by cochlear implant users.
1970; Repp, 1984) are foundations of speech science. But there is no a priori reason that cochlear implant users must exhibit these categorical perception phenomena in order to recognize words accurately. Even within the normal-hearing speech perception literature, there has been no clear evidence that categorical perception is functional or necessary for open-set word recognition. One could presume that categorical perception aids word recognition by eliminating superficial phonetic variability (via the assignment of phoneme labels), or by making stimulus words more distinct perceptually from lexical competitors. However, current cognitive models suggest that word recognition does not require discrete phoneme labeling (e.g., Connine et al., 1994; Luce and Pisoni, 1998; Norris et al., 2000). Furthermore, the ecological relevance of categorical perception data is questionable, because the synthesized continua that are typically used contain only a subset of the variability found in natural speech (see Johnson and Mullennix, 1997 for reviews) and forced-choice tasks may not engage the same cognitive processes involved in open-set word recognition (e.g., Sommers et al., 1997).

The present study examined phonetic perception and word recognition by postlingually deafened adult cochlear implant users. There were 4 experimental tasks: 2 phonetic perception tasks using a synthesized /d/-/t/ continuum (identification and discrimination), and 2 speech recognition tasks using recordings of natural speech (open-set word recognition and forced-choice phoneme identification).

The first goal of this study was to determine whether cochlear implant users exhibit the same types of identification and sensitivity functions along consonant continua that have been characteristic of speech perception by normal-hearing individuals. Little has been published thus far on this issue. Dorman and colleagues have measured phoneme identification along /f/-/j/ continua by a single star user of the Symbion cochlear implant (Dorman et al., 1988), and by 6 users who had word recognition scores that were at least above median levels (Dorman et al., 1991). Of these 7 cochlear implant users, 5 had near-normal phoneme identification functions. It thus seems plausible that at least a subset of cochlear implant users exhibit categorical perception phenomena (c.f., Hedrick and Carney, 1997). However, it is unknown whether the identification results extend to individuals who use more recent multichannel implants, or have poorer word recognition abilities. Furthermore, discrimination along phonetic continua has not been tested.

The second goal was to see whether measures of phonetic perception can help account for individual differences in word recognition accuracy by cochlear implant users. Although the remarkable speech recognition abilities of the best cochlear implant users are as described above, it is also true that individual differences in performance are large. Some individuals obtain little phonetic information via their implant, scoring near 0% for words in sentences without lipreading (e.g., Parkinson et al., 1998). These individual differences, though currently not well understood, likely arise

---

1 The intent was not to literally test whether cochlear implant users have categorical perception, so there were no tests of whether phoneme identification predicted discrimination performance (in fact, the discrimination and identification data collected in this study precluded this type of analysis). Instead, the goal was to see more generally whether sensitivity along a phonetic continuum was similar in shape to that found for normal-hearing individuals (i.e., high-sensitivity near category boundaries and low-sensitivity within categories), and whether the phoneme identification boundaries were at similar locations to those found for normal-hearing individuals.
from multiple peripheral (e.g., electrical field interactions; Hanekom and Shannon, 1998), psychoacoustic (e.g., forward masking; Chatterjee, 1999), and cognitive (see Pisoni, 2000) sources. The present study examines whether measures of phonetic perception are subject to these large individual differences, and whether any particular phonetic measures are highly correlated with individual differences in speech recognition performance.

The third, and final, goal was to use this investigation of individual differences among cochlear implant users to provide clues about the basic perceptual and cognitive processes involved in speech recognition regardless of hearing status. To some extent, the uniformity of normal-hearing phonetic perception is a hindrance to understanding how people recognize speech. It is difficult to know, for example, whether having a phoneme identification boundary in the correct location along a phonetic continuum is important for word recognition, when all normal-hearing subjects with the same native language have nearly the same identification boundary location. Examining cochlear implant users can therefore be advantageous, because the large individual differences in speech recognition abilities may help reveal what aspects of phonetic perception have the most functional importance.

1. Method

1.1 Subjects
Twenty-five postlingually deafened cochlear implant users were tested. The subjects were not selected based on implant type or processing strategy, to increase the potential individual differences among subjects; 8 used the Clarion implant with a CIS processing strategy, 1 used an Ineraid implant with a Med-El processor and a CIS processing strategy, 6 used a Nucleus-22 implant with a SPEAK processing strategy, 4 used a Nucleus-24 implant with an ACE processing strategy, 5 used a Nucleus-24 implant with a SPEAK processing strategy, and 1 had binaural Nucleus-24 implants, one with SPEAK and the other with ACE. The age of the subjects had a range of 40.8-80.3 years, with a mean of 58.6 years. Their duration of implant use had a range of 0.5-12.2 years with a mean of 5.9 years. Fourteen cochlear implant subjects were male and 11 were female. All were native English speakers.

Fourteen normal-hearing subjects were tested to provide comparison data on the phonetic perception tasks. Two subjects were dropped from this study because of unusual data; one subject had no clear sensitivity peak in the discrimination task, and the other had levels of discrimination performance that were more than 2 standard deviations poorer than the average. This unusual data was omitted because it was not consistent with the aim of estimating typical normal-hearing performance. The age of the 12 remaining normal-hearing subjects had a range of 21.1-56.0 years, with a mean of 33.3 years. Four of these subjects were male and 8 were female. All were native English speakers.

1.2 Apparatus
The subjects were tested in a double-walled booth. The stimuli were produced by a computer sound card and were presented at a comfortable level via two loudspeakers, positioned to the front-left and front-right of the subjects. Subjects entered their responses by clicking on buttons displayed on a computer screen, using a computer
mouse. One subject was blind, and used a modified testing interface that collected responses via a button box.

1.3 Stimuli

1.3.1 Natural Recordings
A list of 120 monosyllabic words and 80 /ta/ and /da/ syllables were recorded by 10 adult native speakers of American English. Five talkers were male and 5 were female. The word corpus comprised 20 /t/-/d/ minimal pairs (i.e., 40 words) with the target phonemes in syllable-initial position (target-initial words), 20 /t/-/d/ minimal pairs with the target phonemes in syllable-final position (target-final words), and 40 words that did not contain either /t/ or /d/ and were randomly selected from The Celex Lexical Database (1995; non-target words). Minimal pairs were used for the target words so that the lexicon could not be used to distinguish /t/ and /d/ during the word recognition experiment. The non-target words were included in the corpus so that responses in the word recognition experiment would be less likely to be biased toward words containing /t/ or /d/.

During recording, the words and syllables were displayed to the talkers individually on a computer screen (i.e., no sentence context), in a random order. The words were recorded using 16-bit samples and a 44.1 kHz sampling rate.

The recordings were screened for intelligibility and recording quality, and were equated in RMS amplitude. The final word corpus was selected to include 4 target-initial words (2 /t/ and 2 /d/), 4 target-final words (2 /t/ and 2 /d/), and 4 non-target words from each of the 10 talkers; each of the 120 words occurred once in the final corpus. The final syllable corpus included 4 /da/ and 4 /ta/ syllables from each of the 10 talkers.

VOT was measured for the initial-target phonemes. In words, the /d/ phonemes had an average VOT of 27 ms and a range of 10-51 ms, excluding 2 prevoiced stimuli; the /t/ phonemes had an average VOT of 104 ms and a range of 56-148 ms. In syllables, the /d/ phonemes had an average VOT of 23 ms and a range of 13-40 ms, excluding one prevoiced stimulus; the /t/ phonemes had an average VOT of 94 ms and a range of 48-136 ms.

1.3.2 Synthetic Continuum
The stimulus continuum was created using the Klatt synthesizer controlled by higher-level articulatory parameters within the HLsyn computer program (1997; Stevens and Bickley, 1991). Spectrograms of example stimuli are displayed in Figure 1. The synthesis parameters (e.g., formant frequencies and fundamental frequency contour) were modeled from recordings of /c/ and /s/ by a male speaker. The duration of voicing was 350 ms for every stimulus (i.e., the aspirated portion of each stimulus was added to the total stimulus length, rather than subtracted from the duration of the voiced portion). The formant frequencies for F1-F4 at the consonant release were 200, 1762, 2889, and 2972 Hz. The frequencies of F1-F4 at the vowel target were 781, 1501, 2532, and 3029 Hz. F0 fell from 120 to 80 Hz during the voiced portion of the stimuli. An articulatory parameter representing the cross-sectional area of a constriction formed at the tongue blade (ab) was set to 0 mm² during the consonant
closure and reached 100 mm² (i.e., no constriction) 10 ms after the release of the closure.

**Figure 1:** Spectrograms of example synthetic stimuli. The 0-ms VOT stimulus was a clear example of /da/. The 70-ms VOT stimulus was a clear example of /ta/.

VOT ranged from 0-150 ms, with a step-size of 1 ms (i.e., a total of 151 stimuli). This variation in VOT was created by manipulating an articulatory parameter for the area of glottal opening (ag), relative to the release of the consonant closure (i.e., the start of the transition of ab from 0 to 100 mm²). For example, a stimulus with a 0-ms VOT had modal voicing (ag = 5 mm²) beginning at the same time as the closure release. A stimulus with a 100-ms VOT had aspiration at the closure release (ag = 30 mm²) and modal voicing (ag = 5 mm²) 100 ms after the closure release. As a consequence of manipulating these articulatory parameters (i.e., ag and ab), multiple acoustic cues, such as the latency between the burst and voicing, the burst amplitude, and the F1
onset, were all varied according to HLsyn's (1997) articulatory model. The acoustic cues for VOT thus were designed to vary naturally along the stimulus continuum, and they were not directly controlled to equate acoustic differences among stimuli.

1.4 Procedure
The 4 experimental tasks were run in a single session (i.e., 2-3 hours) for each subject, in the order listed below. Subjects were allowed to take breaks between experimental tasks.

1.4.1 Open-Set Word Recognition
Subjects heard one word on each trial and identified what they thought they heard. Subjects were given the option to either type their response into the computer or tell the experimenter the word that they heard. Subjects were instructed that all of the stimuli would be real monosyllabic words, and that they needed to type their best guess for the word even if they were not certain. Subjects were not told that the word corpus had a high percentage of words containing /t/ or /d/. Moreover, this was the first condition that was run for each subject, and subjects had yet to be told that the later conditions would involve /t/ and /d/ identification. Post-experiment comments by the subjects suggested that they were unaware that there were a large number of /t/ and /d/ words in the corpus, although some subjects noticed that some of the words rhymed.

Each of the 120 words was presented in an order that was randomized for each subject. There was no practice or feedback.

After the experiment was completed, each response was corrected for spelling and transcribed phonemically. The responses were scored in terms of whether the word response was correct and whether the target phoneme was correct.

1.4.2 Phoneme Identification: Natural Syllables
Subjects heard one syllable on each trial and judged whether it began with /t/ or /d/. Subjects began with a short practice session composed of randomly selected trials with no feedback; the practice was ended as soon as the experimenter and the subject were confident that the subject was comfortable with the task. Subjects then completed an experimental session composed of the full corpus of 80 syllables presented in a random order for each subject.

1.4.3 Phoneme Identification: Synthetic Continuum
As with natural syllables, subjects heard one stimulus on each trial and judged whether it began with /t/ or /d/. Subjects began with a short practice session composed of randomly selected trials (from 0 to 120 ms VOT) with no feedback; the practice was ended as soon as the experimenter and the subject were confident that the subject was comfortable with the task.

In the experimental session, the trials were set by an interleaved double staircase adaptive procedure that was designed to find the identification boundary location and width for each subject. Specifically, one-up/two-down Levitt procedures (1971) were used to find two locations along the stimulus continuum: The point where stimuli were identified as /d/ on 71% of trials (found by the /d/ series of the adaptive procedure), and the point where stimuli were identified as /t/ on 71% of trials (found
by the /t/ series of the adaptive procedure). The midpoint between these locations was
defined as the identification boundary location. The difference between these
locations was defined as the identification boundary width.

The adaptive procedure had 4 stages. In the first stage, the /d/ series began with a 16-
ms VOT and the /t/ series began with a 54-ms VOT. The step size was 16 ms, and the
first stage was completed after both adaptive series completed 3 reversals. The second
stage had a step size of 8 ms and was finished when both series completed 7 reversals.
The third stage began by resetting the values of /d/ and /t/ to the average of their
reversals in the second stage, had a step size equal to half the difference between the
/d/ and /t/ series (estimated from stage 2), and was finished when both series
completed 11 reversals. The fourth stage began by resetting the values of /d/ and /t/ to
the average of their reversals in the third stage, had a step size equal to half the
difference between the /d/ and /t/ series (estimated from stage 3), and was finished
after both series completed 15 reversals. The average of the reversals in stages 2-4
were used to calculate the boundary locations.

Half of the presented trials were from neither adaptive series. On these trials subjects
heard a stimulus that was randomly selected from the series, to prevent the responses
from being affected in some way by having stimuli concentrated only at the phoneme
boundary. The results from these trials were not included in the estimation of
boundary locations.

The order of all trials (i.e., /d/ series, /t/ series, and the other trials) was randomized
for each subject.

1.4.4 Discrimination
Subjects heard three stimuli on each trial with an inter-stimulus interval of 250 ms.
Two stimuli were the same and one was different, and the different stimulus was
either the first or last that they heard. Subjects gave a two-alternative forced-choice
response to indicate which stimulus, the first or the last, they thought was different.

Discrimination was tested at 14 different anchor points along the synthetic stimulus
continuum: The locations of the identification boundary, the best /d/, and the best /t/
for each subject; and at the points 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100, and 120 ms
VOT. A one-up/two-down Levitt procedure (1971) was used for each anchor point to
find the amount of VOT difference between stimuli that was required to perform the
task at 71% correct (the 14 adaptive series were run within the same blocks of trials).

The stimuli were centered around each anchor point. For example, if the anchor point
was 50 ms and the difference between stimuli was 10 ms, then subjects were tested
with 45- and 55-ms stimuli. The stimulus selection was altered when an end of the
range (0 or 150 ms) was reached. For example, if an anchor point was 10 ms and the
VOT difference was 30 ms, subjects were tested with 0- and 30-ms stimuli.

2 In a separate experiment, cochlear implant users were asked to rate the subjective goodness of the synthetic stimuli (see Iverson
and Kuhl, 1995, 1996). However, subjects were unable to reliably perform the goodness judgment task. Subjects mostly reported
that the stimuli “all sounded the same” or that they performed the goodness task on the basis of some idiosyncratic perceptual
detail of the stimuli, such as loudness, or “number of overtones.” There is no objective criteria for deciding which subjects could
or could not perceive differences in goodness among these stimuli, so the results from this task were not considered further.
The adaptive procedure varied VOT multiplicatively. For example, if the step-size was 2, the VOT difference between stimuli was doubled after an incorrect response and halved after two correct responses. The VOT difference was limited so that it was never less than 1 ms or greater than 100 ms.

Subjects completed a practice, without feedback, in which they heard a randomly selected anchor point and a randomly selected VOT difference on each trial. The practice was terminated as soon as the subject and the experimenter were confident that the subject understood the task.

The experimental session had 7 stages. In Stage 1, the VOT differences began at 16 ms, the adaptive step size was 2 and there were 2 reversals for each anchor point. In Stages 2-4, the VOT difference for each anchor point was reset at the beginning of the stage to be equal to the average reversals at that anchor point and at the adjacent anchor points along the series (the adjacent anchor points entered into this calculation because they provided additional information about sensitivity at that general location in the VOT continuum). The adaptive step size was $2^{0.5}$ and there were 2 reversals at each stage. Stages 5-7 had an adaptive step size of $2^{0.25}$, but were the same as Stages 2-4 in all other respects. Subjects were permitted to take a short break between stages.

The DL at each anchor point for each subject was calculated by averaging the two median reversals in Stages 2-7. The location of the sensitivity peak (i.e., minimum DL) for each subject was estimated using parabolic interpolation (Press et al., 1996). Specifically, the sensitivity peak location was defined to be the minimum of a parabola that was found by the equation

$$\min = \frac{b - 0.5 \ast \{[b - a]^2 \ast [f(b) - f(c)] - [b - c]^2 \ast [f(b) - f(a)]\}}{[b - a] \ast [f(b) - f(c)] - [b - c] \ast [f(b) - f(a)]},$$

where $b$ was the anchor point with the lowest measured DL, $a$ and $c$ were the anchor points adjacent to $b$, and $f(a)$, $f(b)$, and $f(c)$ were the DL values at these anchor points. Interpolation was used so that sensitivity peaks were based on the data from three points rather than one, and so that the location estimates had a higher resolution than did the anchor point locations.

2. Results

2.1 Word recognition and phoneme identification for natural recordings

Figure 2 displays the range of word recognition and phoneme identification results for cochlear implant subjects. As is typical of cochlear implant users, there was substantial individual variability in percentage-correct scores for entire words and for target phonemes within words. The percentage-correct scores in the forced-choice syllable identification task approached ceiling levels of performance (i.e., 100%), which reduced the range of scores.

All of these measures were significantly correlated, $p < 0.01$. For entire words, $r = 0.75$ for non-target and initial target words, $r = 0.71$ for non-target and final target words, and $r = 0.87$ for initial and final target words. For phonemes, $r = 0.73$ for syllables and initial target phonemes, $r = 0.50$ for syllables and final target phonemes, and $r = 0.72$ for initial and final target phonemes.
Figure 2: Boxplots of results for the open-set word recognition and phoneme identification tasks using natural recordings of speech. Non-target words were those that did not have either /t/ or /d/. Target-initial words had either /t/ or /d/ in syllable initial position. Target-final words had either /t/ or /d/ in syllable final position.

2.2 Phoneme identification and discrimination: Synthetic stimulus continuum

2.2.1 Sensitivity Functions

Figure 3 displays sensitivity functions (i.e., DL values along the VOT continuum) and identification boundary locations. The normal-hearing subjects were relatively homogenous. Sensitivity was best (i.e., lowest DL) in the region of 30–40 ms along the stimulus series, near the average normal-hearing category boundary (37 ms). Sensitivity was poorest within phoneme categories. The sensitivity functions for normal-hearing subjects were thus generally consistent with previous work on categorical perception (Liberman et al., 1957; Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1970; Repp, 1984).

The sensitivity functions from cochlear implant subjects were highly variable, to an extent that would make the presentation of group sensitivity functions meaningless. Instead, the sensitivity functions from 3 example cochlear implant subjects are displayed in Figure 3. Subject 1 is an example of a cochlear implant user who had results that were consistent with categorical perception. There was a clear sensitivity peak near the category boundary (at a longer VOT than was found for normal-hearing subjects), and poorer sensitivity within phoneme categories. At the sensitivity peak, the level of sensitivity was within the normal-hearing range. Within phoneme categories, sensitivity was somewhat poorer than was found for normal-hearing subjects.

However, many subjects had data that was inconsistent with categorical perception. For example, Subject 2 did not have an identification boundary and a sensitivity peak at the same location. This subject had an identification boundary that was near that found for normal-hearing individuals, but had a sensitivity peak at a lower VOT (14 ms) and perhaps a second sensitivity peak at a higher VOT (80 ms). The subject also had much poorer sensitivity overall compared to normal-hearing subjects, and
approached the 100-ms maximum difference at several points along the continuum. This makes the sensitivity peak difficult to interpret, because large DLs should lead to more gradual changes along the continuum (because neighboring stimulus pairs have more overlap); this individual had very sharp changes in the sensitivity function near the peak.

Fig 3: Boxplots of sensitivity functions for normal-hearing subjects and individual sensitivity functions for 3 example cochlear implant subjects. The vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the phoneme identification boundary. The normal-hearing subjects were fairly homogenous and had results consistent with categorical perception (i.e., high sensitivity at the category boundary, low sensitivity within phoneme categories). The data from the cochlear implant subjects was highly variable; there is evidence of categorical perception for Subject 1, but not for Subjects 2 and 3.

The adaptive discrimination procedure may not have been valid for Subject 2. For instance, the sensitivity peaks could have occurred because the subject made unsystematic responses (although there was no clear evidence for this from inspection of the raw data), or because there was a non-monotonic relationship between VOT difference and sensitivity (e.g., there may have been local regions of high sensitivity for specific stimuli). Despite this unusual sensitivity function, the identification boundary for this individual was similar to those found for normal-hearing subjects.

Subject 3 is an example of an intermediate case. Within, the /d/ category, the sensitivity function was consistent with categorical perception; sensitivity was poor within the /d/ category and increased near the category boundary. However, sensitivity within the /t/ category remained as high as at the category boundary, forming a broad region of high sensitivity rather than a peak. In fact, this individual
had higher sensitivity for stimuli within the /t/ category (i.e., 60-120 ms on the continuum) than did any of the normal-hearing subjects.

2.2.2 Location Measures: Sensitivity Peaks and Identification Boundaries
To further examine whether cochlear implant users had results that were consistent with categorical perception, the sensitivity peak and category boundary locations were compared. As displayed in Figure 4, cochlear implant subjects tended to have sensitivity peaks and identification boundaries at longer VOT values than did normal-hearing subjects. Cochlear implant subjects also had a wider range of VOT locations for both measures such that some cochlear implant users had identification boundary and sensitivity peak locations that were within, or below, the normal-hearing range.

Figure 4: Boxplots of the locations of identification boundaries and sensitivity peaks along the synthesized stimulus continuum. The distributions of both measures were shifted to longer VOT values for cochlear implant users, compared to those of normal-hearing individuals. Moreover, the individual differences were greater for cochlear implant users than for normal-hearing individuals, on both location measures.

Figure 5 displays a scatterplot comparing the locations of sensitivity peaks and category boundaries for cochlear implant subjects. The correlation between these two location measures was significant, \( r = 0.49, p < 0.01 \). However, it is also true that few cochlear implant users had their sensitivity peak and identification boundary at exactly the same location (i.e., few points fell on the diagonal in Figure 5). The difference between the two location measures was as large as 49.9 ms for one subject, and there was a median difference among subjects of 15.3 ms. There appeared to be continuous variation among subjects in the extent to which the locations of sensitivity peaks and identification boundaries differed.

2.2.3 Sensitivity measures: Minimum DLs and identification boundary widths
As displayed in Figure 6, cochlear implant subjects had larger identification boundary widths and larger minimum DL values than did normal-hearing subjects. Although there was some overlap between these distributions, it appears that, as a group, cochlear implant users are less sensitive, compared to normal-hearing individuals, to changes in VOT near identification boundaries and sensitivity peaks. These two measures were correlated for cochlear implant users, \( r = 0.47, p < 0.01 \).
Figure 5: Scatterplot of the identification boundary and sensitivity peak locations, for cochlear implant users; the solid line is the relationship between the two locations predicted by categorical perception (i.e., identification boundaries and sensitivity peaks at the same locations). Although there was a significant relationship between these two location measures, there was also a substantial amount of scatter.

2.3 Relationships among experimental measures

Initial analysis of the data suggested an inverted u-shaped relationship between the location measures (identification boundary and sensitivity peak) and speech recognition measures for cochlear implant users. For example, in Figure 7 there is a strong relationship between the sensitivity peak locations and the recognition of the initial target phoneme within words. Specifically, subjects who had sensitivity peaks near 45-50 ms most accurately recognized the phoneme targets, and phoneme recognition declined for subjects whose' sensitivity peaks were shifted to shorter or longer VOT values. The relationship was much weaker between the identification boundary locations and the recognition of initial target phonemes within words, but again there was a tendency for individuals with poor phoneme recognition accuracy to have identification boundaries at relatively short or long VOT values.

Figure 6: Boxplots of identification boundary widths and minimum DL values. Although there is overlap between the distributions for individuals with cochlear implants and normal hearing, the cochlear implant users generally had greater widths and DL minima, demonstrating that they were less sensitive to VOT differences near their /d/-/t/ phoneme boundary.
Figure 7: Scatterplots of the relationships between sensitivity peak and boundary locations with the percentage correct target phoneme recognition within words. There was a significant curvilinear relationship between sensitivity peak location and phoneme recognition. The cubic regression line displayed on the graph had $R^2 = 0.424$, $F(21) = 5.16$, $p = 0.008$, demonstrating that subjects with a sensitivity peak at a 45-50-ms VOT tended to have higher phoneme recognition scores. There was only weak evidence of a similar curvilinear relationship between identification boundary locations and phoneme recognition.

Because of the inverted U-shaped relationship described above, the location measures were re-calculated in terms of their distance from the optimal location along the stimulus continuum (i.e., the point, 47.5 ms, that was related to the highest levels of speech recognition performance). Pearson correlation coefficients between these phonetic perception and speech recognition measures are displayed in Table 1. The results demonstrate that there was a clear and consistent relationship between the optimality of sensitivity peak locations and all speech recognition measures. There was a particularly strong tendency ($r = 0.70$) for individuals with sensitivity peaks near 47.5 ms to correctly recognize initial target phonemes within words, and there was even a tendency ($r = 0.38$) for these individuals to correctly recognize words that did not contain /t/ or /d/. The relationship between identification boundary optimality and the speech recognition measures was weaker; although all correlations were in the expected negative direction, none were significant.

There was a weak inverse relationship between identification boundary width and the speech recognition measures, reaching significance only for target-final words and phonemes; individuals with a broader phoneme boundary tended to have more
difficulty recognizing these phonemes within natural speech. In contrast, minimum DL was not significantly correlated with any of the speech recognition measures. It is somewhat surprising that identification boundary width was more strongly related to word recognition than was minimum DL, because both are sensitivity measures (i.e., sharper identification boundaries indicate higher sensitivity, as do smaller DLs). However, the identification boundary width can also be interpreted as an indirect measure of the optimality of the identification boundary location, because identification boundary widths can be expected to be sharper when the identification boundaries and sensitivity peaks are at the same location (identification boundary width and the difference between the identification boundary and sensitivity peak locations were significantly correlated, \( r = 0.48, p < 0.01 \)). The minimum DL is more strongly related to the overall sensitivity to acoustic differences along the series (when correlated with the average DL for each subject, \( r = 0.44 \) for identification boundary width and \( r = 0.84 \) for minimum DL; the difference between these correlations was significant, \( z = -2.34, p < 0.05 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Non-target</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Forced-Choice Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimality of identification boundary location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimality of sensitivity peak location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.38*</td>
<td>-0.47*</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.70*</td>
<td>-0.45*</td>
<td>-0.53*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification boundary width</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.45*</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.37*</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum DL</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( p < .05 \)

**Table 1: Correlation (r) Of Measures of Word Recognition and Phonetic Perception for Cochlear Implant Subjects**

To further test the contribution of all of the phonetic measures to word recognition accuracy, an ANCOVA was conducted with non-, initial-, and final-target words coded as a repeated measure. Sensitivity peak location optimality was significant, \( F(1,20) = 5.348, p < 0.05 \). Identification boundary optimality, \( F(1,20) = 1.039 \), identification boundary width, \( F(1,20) = 1.535 \), and minimum DL, \( F(1,20) = 0.078 \), were not significant. Likewise, an ANCOVA was conducted for the phoneme recognition measures, with syllable identification, initial-target, and final-target coded as a repeated measure. Again, sensitivity peak location optimality was significant, \( F(1,20) = 13.112, p < 0.01 \). Identification boundary optimality, \( F(1,20) = 0.671 \), identification boundary width, \( F(1,20) = 1.756 \), and minimum DL, \( F(1,20) = 0.017 \), were not significant. Together, these analyses confirm that sensitivity peak location optimality was the best predictor of speech recognition accuracy in this study.

The relationships between phonetic perception measures and speech recognition can be further illustrated by inspecting the example data presented in Figure 3. Among these three subjects, word recognition performance was related to the shape of their sensitivity function; Subject 1 had high word recognition performance along with a
normally shaped sensitivity function (e.g., 67.5% correct initial target words), and Subjects 2 and 3 had poorer word recognition performance (e.g., 30.0 and 32.5% correct initial target words, respectively). These examples also illustrate why overall levels of sensitivity did not correlate with word recognition performance. Subject 3 had sensitivity levels that surpassed those of normal-hearing individuals within the /t/ category, but this did not lead to exceptional word recognition accuracy. Moreover, Subject 2 had levels of word recognition accuracy that were similar to those of Subject 3, despite Subject 2’s much poor levels of sensitivity.

3. Discussion

There were two main findings. First, cochlear implant users do not, as a group, perceive phonetic differences along a VOT continuum in the same way as do normal-hearing individuals; cochlear implant subjects tend to have sensitivity peaks and identification boundaries at longer VOT locations, identification boundaries that are less sharp, higher minimum DLs, and more inter-subject variability on all of these measures. Second, speech recognition accuracy by cochlear implant users is related to the shape of the phonetic sensitivity function, at least in terms of the location of the peak, but is not strongly related to other aspects of phonetic perception, such as the level of sensitivity at the peak or to the phoneme identification boundary.

At least from inspection of the scatterplots, the optimum location for a sensitivity peak appeared to be at a longer VOT location (48 ms) than the average normal-hearing sensitivity peak location (37 ms). There is not enough data in this study, particularly for sensitivity peaks at relatively short VOTs, to determine whether this difference is reliable. However, it is plausible that this optimum sensitivity peak location resulted from the ranges of VOTs in the natural stimuli used in this study; VOTs were as long as 51 ms for /d/ and as short as 48 ms for /t/, so a sensitivity peak location in the range of 48-51 ms may have been best for this stimulus set.

It was surprising that word recognition accuracy was unrelated to the level of sensitivity. Previous cochlear implant research has focused on the levels of spectral (e.g., Dorman et al., 1996) or temporal (e.g., Cazals et al., 1994; Hochmair-Desoyer et al., 1985) resolution available to users (see also Svirsky, 2000). The present results provide a conflicting view of speech perception by cochlear implant users; it seems more important for listeners to have relatively high sensitivity to critical phonetic differences than it is for listeners to be more sensitive to acoustic differences overall.

This conclusion is limited by the fact that it is based only on VOT data. It is logically necessary that word recognition performance must be affected by sensitivity levels to some extent, because accurate auditory word recognition would be impossible for individuals who were unable to hear any differences between sounds. Cochlear implant users, as a group, may have sensitivity levels for VOT that are above this lower limit, such that increases in phonetic sensitivity do not further improve recognition performance for voicing contrasts (see also Tyler et al., 1989). The levels of sensitivity to VOT could prove important under more difficult listening conditions, such as when speech is combined with noise. Furthermore, the effects of sensitivity level could be stronger for phonetic dimensions that are more dependent on frequency cues (e.g., consonant place or vowel height), given that spectral sensitivity by cochlear implant users is known to be poor.
It is unknown what caused the observed shifts in sensitivity peak locations. It would be straightforward to hypothesize that shifts of sensitivity peaks to longer VOTs are a result of temporal processing deficits. That is, normal-hearing research has suggested that VOT boundary locations could be a result of an auditory threshold for detecting the temporal order of a burst and the onset of voicing (e.g., Pastore and Farrington, 1996), so it would be reasonable to predict that individuals with poorer temporal resolution would have a higher threshold for detecting this difference, causing sensitivity peaks to occur at longer VOTs. However, there was no evidence that individuals with sensitivity peak locations at longer VOTs had unusually poor levels of sensitivity. Furthermore, this explanation does not account for why some individuals have sensitivity peaks at shorter-than-normal VOTs.

Perhaps a more likely hypothesis is that cochlear implant users differ in their use of acoustic cues. The articulatory specification of the synthetic continuum resulted in acoustic cues that varied naturally, but not uniformly. For example, stimuli with very short VOTs varied in terms of F1 frequency at the onset of voicing, but stimuli with longer VOTs had similar F1 onsets (the initial rapid rise in F1 was completed within 10 ms of the closure release). Listeners who were more sensitive to F1 onset may thus have been more likely to have sensitivity peaks at shorter VOT locations. This hypothesis raises yet another question: What would cause cochlear implant users to differ in their use of acoustic cues? It is plausible that this variability in cue-weightings also occurs among normal-hearing individuals (Hazan and Rosen, 1991), and that these individual differences, and the functional importance of these differences, are magnified when the available phonetic information is reduced. It is also plausible that the individual differences arise from changes to speech recognition strategies following prolonged periods of deafness and the subsequent accommodation to electric hearing.

This study provides clear evidence that at least some of the perceptual phenomena associated with the categorical perception of consonants have functional importance for the recognition of natural spoken words. Previous cross-language evidence has pointed in this direction. For example, Japanese adults who have difficulty identifying synthetic /r-/l/ syllables also have difficulty recognizing words with those phonemes (Yamada, 1995), and non-native speakers of English have a marked difficulty recognizing English words that require more phonetic information to be distinguished from lexical competitors (Bradlow and Pisoni, 1999). However, the causality of these cross-language results are difficult to interpret because lexical representations and phonetic perception are both dependent on language experience. The relationship is clearer in the present study, because cochlear implants directly affect the incoming phonetic information, and the lexical representations of these postlingually deafened subjects were presumably normal. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the observed sensitivity functions were caused by higher-level categorization processes (i.e., by the assignment of category labels), at least for the majority of subjects, because the sensitivity peaks and identification boundaries were often at different locations.

Finally, the finding that the shape of the sensitivity function is particularly important for word recognition is in accord with current developmental accounts of normal-hearing speech perception. Speech perception has been shown to be altered by linguistic experience prior to the age at which word meanings are thought to be acquired (Kuhl et al, 1992), and it has been hypothesized (Kuhl, 1994, 2000; Kuhl and Iverson, 1995) that this early tuning of phonetic perception facilitates the later
acquisition of linguistic categories by making critical phonetic differences more salient. The present results suggest that perceptual tunings can also affect word recognition even after higher-level linguistic categories have been acquired. If perception, or the speech stimulus itself, is altered such that within-category phonetic differences become more salient than between-category differences, then speech recognition performance will be impaired.
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